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Good morning Chairperson Glick, Chairperson Englebright, and fellow Assemblymembers. My name 
is Cecil Scheib and I am the Chief Sustainability Officer at NYU. I appreciate the opportunity to 
testify before you today as you consider the environmental footprint, and academic and research 
programs, of colleges and universities in New York State. 
 
At NYU, we are committed to becoming one of the nation’s greenest campuses. NYU’s building 
emissions represent 0.43% of all building emissions in NYC, and almost 1% of emissions when 
accounting for our partners at NYU Langone Health, who are undertaking similarly aggressive 
measures in carbon reduction. Since 2007, NYU has reduced its emissions by 30% - an amount 
equivalent to planting enough trees to cover all of Manhattan and Brooklyn in forest. Going 
forward, NYU has pledged to achieve a 50% reduction from 2006 levels by 2025 and carbon 
neutrality by 2040. This reduction in emissions is something the University has voluntarily 
undertaken, not only because we believe it is part of NYU’s role as an anchor institution in New 
York, but also because it positively impacts our community. NYU is a “city in miniature,” with 
apartment buildings, offices, laboratories, gyms, and classrooms as part of its portfolio. And NYU is 
geographically diverse, with buildings across New York City, and 19 different schools, each with 
their own goals and needs. Despite these challenges, I believe NYU’s successes are also achievable 
by other institutions as the state moves towards the targets in the Climate Leadership and 
Community Protection Act.  
 
NYU has proven deep carbon reductions are possible. In 2014 we renovated Brittany Hall, a student 
residence on Broadway at East 10th Street. During the process we removed heavy #4 fuel oil boilers 
from the basement, a big source of unhealthy airborne particulates, and replaced them with light 
natural gas boilers on the roof, far from any potential flood risk. They are ready to be replaced with 
electric heat pumps when required. In all, we reduced fossil fuel needs for heating needs by 81%. 
That’s right – not 8% - not 18% - 81%. It is not a passive house project – just run of the mill 
engineering. Reasonable efforts can achieve deep results. 
 
And it’s affordable. Brittany Hall cut its operating costs in half as a result of the renovation. At 370 
Jay Street, the old MTA headquarters in downtown Brooklyn that the University is currently 
renovating and which just received LEED Platinum, we actually saved capital costs by retaining the 
existing façade (another carbon benefit) and air sealing it instead of replacing it. In all, our 30% 
carbon reductions are saving about $15 million per year, and just about everything we did had a 1-
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4-year payback. We believe sustainability is good business practice for NYU but it does require 
investment. New York State has been an important partner for helping NYU, and other institutions, 
make this investment. One example of this partnership at our 370 Jay Street project has been the 
ability to issues Green Bonds alongside DASNY to help finance the renovation.  
 
NYU has allocated $3 to $4 million annually to ensure that every significant construction project it 
undertakes will be LEED certified, targeting Silver certification as a minimum. Currently, we have 20 
LEED projects complete or undergoing certification, representing 2.4 million square feet of New 
York City building area. LEED does much more than just encourage energy-efficient and low-carbon 
design. It helps designers think about water use reduction, improving air quality and the health of 
building occupants, using recycled building materials, how building occupants will get to the site, 
and much more. By presenting a holistic view of building design and construction, relying on LEED 
requires the whole team to consider aspects of sustainability that they would not normally address, 
without needing a dedicated sustainability person in the room for every meeting. And, certification 
is a must for LEED to be of use, as it is meaningless to say “this building was design to the LEED 
standard”. LEED is not a standard and it is not a checklist to follow. It is a menu with many options 
to receive credits, which add up to a rating. There is no way to know how a certain building will rate 
until the reporting requirements have been completed. But once that’s been undertaken, actually 
getting certified is a trivial effort. That is why NYU has required LEED certification and is placing so 
much emphasis upon it. 
 
Looking farther ahead, to achieve carbon neutrality, we first must achieve deep energy reductions 
in our buildings as over 95% of NYU’s energy consumption is building-related. Then, we must 
electrify energy uses, replacing the use of fossil fuels, to give us the opportunity to buy clean and 
renewable energy to reach our 2040 goal. There are several ways that NYU works closely with 
partners in the New York State government to approach this target. 
 
First, because our plan relies on first reducing energy use, then electrifying, and finally relying on a 
green grid, New York State’s targets set by the CLCPA for 70% renewable energy by 2030 and 100% 
renewable energy by 2040 – enacted less than six months ago – have already changed NYU’s 
thinking about the potential need for offsets in our own carbon neutrality plan. If we can rely on the 
state to ensure renewable energy supply, then our electrification efforts will be sufficient to achieve 
carbon neutrality (or very close to it) without needing offsets.  
Along with other large energy-consuming anchor institutions in New York City, NYU is eagerly 
awaiting continued good news about renewable energy initiatives that can supply the downstate 
service area, such as offshore wind and the connection to northern hydropower. State initiatives 
such as these are critical to NYU’s confidence that our own carbon neutrality plan is legitimate. This 
shift towards clean power generation and storage for New York is transformational and will face 
many challenges. However, this is an area where government can play a crucial role, as it has in 
other areas of the world where renewable energy is more advanced, and we look forward to 
working with the State in its actions to continue to develop these energy sources, storage, and 
transportation systems. 
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Second, we work very closely with NYSERDA as we study and enact a deep transformation of 
building and energy systems. NYSERDA’s support of NYU’s decade-long progress on carbon 
reductions has been critical, not just because of the funding available, but because State review of 
our plans and proposals validates our efforts to our own internal constituencies and other large 
anchor institutions. NYSERDA funding, especially for new approaches or technologies, are a signal 
from the State government that these initiatives are worth pursuing. 
 
While NYSERDA offers many wonderful programs, there are in fact too many to reasonably keep 
abreast of. In the past, NYSERDA worked with third party consultants to assign each market sector 
(higher ed, health care, data centers, etc.) a single point of contact for questions about available 
programs and incentives. This inexpensive program – I think it was basically about one person per 
market sector – was a huge value add to NYU, and I don’t think we are alone in that. Instead of 
poring over page after page of complex website information, or happening to hear about a program 
from a colleague just before it closes, I was assigned a single point of contact who was up-to-date 
on all of NYSERDA’s efforts who I could call to ask a question, ask for direction as to next steps, or 
just check in and hear about some new opportunities. It would be useful to reinstate this sector-
targeted assistance so that the NYSERDA’s resources are wisely and fairly utilized. 
 
NYU has also worked closely with the state to transition our vehicle fleet to electric vehicles (EV) as 
we are pursuing carbon emissions reduction wherever possible. We are in the process of purchasing 
our first electric work truck for NYU’s Department of Grounds & Waste Management. The State has 
impressive programs to assist in the EV transition, but there is a gap. There are financial incentives 
to buy electric cars, as well as support for the chargers needed, and in many consumer vehicle 
segments, EVs do not represent a hefty cost premium anymore. The state will also give vouchers for 
up to $60,000 per vehicle for heavy trucks, but only if they are diesel. Like many fleet owners, NYU 
falls in the gap between these two market segments as we have gas burning trucks that are not 
eligible for current state programs. Electrifying NYU’s larger vehicles still requires custom 
conversion and support to develop this market would be a very helpful addition to the state’s 
incentives programs. 
 
NYU’s sustainability program goes beyond energy savings goals; we are reviewing all areas of our 
campus impact as our footprint effects our external communities in addition to the health of our 
internal community. Medical studies show that cognitive function doubles in offices with better 
indoor air quality. But the same issues that cause poor air quality – old drafty buildings (a key issue 
for NYU, as 60% of its space is more than 50 years old) – also cause energy wastage and high carbon 
emissions as air that has been heated and cooled is immediately lost through drafts. The things NYU 
will do to save energy in these buildings will also help people think more clearly, which is our 
mission and indeed the mission of higher education in general. Therefore, the intent of NYU’s 
sustainability program is to enhance our academic mission by providing comfortable and healthy 
spaces that enhance NYU’s excellence, while having the energy savings help pay for it – and we’ll 
achieve our carbon goals, too. 
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We are currently surveying the entire 80,000-person NYU community in NYC about their 
commuting and transportation habits in order to support them with low-carbon and healthy 
resources where possible, as well as advocate for better transportation options for all New Yorkers. 
Response to this survey was immediately and overwhelming (over 10,000 responses in the first 36 
hours of the survey), which shows the concern New Yorkers place on their commute and its 
challenges. 
 
Waste reduction is an important topic for the NYU community and our belief is that source 
reduction is the highest value. “Reduce, reuse, recycle” may have become cliché but that does not 
make it any less true. Thus, as of January 1, 2020, NYU will no longer purchase single-use water 
containers of any source, instead relying on the world’s best water supply: NYC tap water. Water 
dispensers prevented the disposal of almost 25,000 water bottles on this year’s Welcome Day alone 
and will save millions of bottles in the coming years. Since most of the carbon footprint of bottled 
water comes from shipping the water, not the bottle itself, we are educating our community on the 
importance of using tap water, even if a single-use compostable or recyclable cup is used for 
serving. Of course, we encourage durable glasses or reusable water bottles whenever possible. 
 
The impacts of dining and catering services, food waste, and food insecurity are very important to 
NYU. NYU Dining serves over 6 million meals a year and NYU Catering hosts over 7,000 events 
annually. NYU relies on the findings of the EAT-Lancet report, a Harvard-led study with 18 co-
authors from 16 different countries, that looked at the diet that humanity could eat, on a global 
average, that would safeguard both human health as well as ensure sustainable food production (in 
terms of land use, water use, nutrient runoff, climate change, etc.). The report breaks down food by 
category (grains, vegetables, fruits, starches, red meat, other meat, fish, etc.) and shows how much 
of each category can be consumed per person per day for both human and environmental health. 
NYU has written these targets into our draft contract with our food service provider. Therefore, we 
now have forward targets for food to measure, and predict forward progress the same way we have 
targets for energy. To my knowledge this is unique among any institution, including higher 
education, and I would be glad to share more information about it. 
 
Once these food targets are set, we are using Menus of Change principles to influence menu 
selection to reach these goals. International development of this set of 24 principles was led right 
here in New York at the Culinary Institute of America. This acknowledges that people will probably 
not change their diet for their health, nor that of the planet, but only when the better food choice 
also looks, smells, and tastes delicious. This allows NYU to reduce purchases of individual products 
(for instance, red meat) but setting “budgets” for chefs and allowing them to use their own 
creativity to reduce total consumption over the year. 
 
NYU’s dining and catering programs record all purchases so that we can track the carbon impact of 
our food system, as well as tracking all food waste. We are aiming for zero waste in the next few 
years and I look forward to returning to a future hearing and letting you know how we got there. 

https://eatforum.org/content/uploads/2019/07/EAT-Lancet_Commission_Summary_Report.pdf
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For a start, we have removed disposable plastics from the dining halls, offer composting both front 
and back of house, and removed straws except upon request. 
 
To combat food insecurity, last year, NYU rolled out an enhanced Courtesy Meals program, which 
was developed by University administrators working alongside student groups. Courtesy Meals 
currently provides $75 in additional dining dollars directly onto ID cards for students who ask for it, 
no questions asked. We wanted to ensure students could access these resources as privately as 
possible, so there would be no stigma attached that might deter requests. The majority of Courtesy 
Meals users have accessed the program only once, indicating the program is doing exactly what 
we’d hoped - providing short-term meal assistance to any student in need. Students also continue 
to lead the way by developing programs like the Free Food at NYU Facebook Page though which any 
member of the University community may post information about leftover food from events, and 
the Share Meals App developed by an NYU graduate student to connect students who need meals 
with students who have extra meal swipes.  
 
In addition, NYU’s Office of Sustainability has a comprehensive program to engage students about 
topics relating to sustainability and the environment. Some parts of this program include: 
 

• A Welcome Week effort engaging with 7,000 new students with green tours of campus as 
well as information on energy savings and waste reduction  

• An ecological awareness training called “Green Zone” akin to other trainings offered on 
social issues such as diversity and inclusion 

• A peer-to-peer education program in student residences called “Ecoreps” which includes 
peer mentoring on sustainability, as well as two floors in student housing focused on 
sustainability exploration including on- and off-campus experiential learning 

• Meetings with more than 17 student groups and clubs that are focused on sustainability 

• A “Green Grad” pledge that seniors can take to commit to extending their sustainability 
exploration and actions after graduation; they sign and can wear a green ribbon on their 
graduation robe 

• Student competitions to raise awareness, including waste (“Zero Waste Week”) and energy 
(“NYUnplugged”) 

• Global Go Green Week, a week during or around Earth Month that encourages student-led 
sustainability events and seminars at all NYU campuses including those outside NYC 

 
As an institution of higher education, NYU’s largest environmental benefit lies in its capacity for 
research, teaching, and the raising of environmental awareness and engagement among its 60,000 
students. Many of our academic programs focus on the challenges that climate change will have on 
various industries, and students engage in research alongside our professors in exploring this work. 
This work is being done in all industries from our Business School’s Center for Sustainable Business, 
to Engineering’s Urban Future Lab incubator for emerging clean tech companies, to Environmental 
Studies programs at our Public Administration school. NYU’s scholars have previously been called 
upon to assist lawmakers in analyzing the appropriate framework for pricing carbon emissions and 
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in assessing the impact of policies designed to reduce energy use in New York City’s buildings, and 
we would be happy to continue to lend our expertise to the State. 
 
Beyond our academic mission to prepare our students for sustainable practices in their careers and 
daily lives, NYU is also working to train existing practitioners in transforming their expertise to a 
new, low-carbon world. We’ve been pleased to partner further with the State through NYSERDA on 
a workforce development program that will train over 1,000 NYU employees and employees of 
contracted vendors who design, build, and maintain our buildings in energy efficiency and building 
best practices. This program includes facility managers, building supervisors, building engineers and 
operators, shop employees, custodians, porters and project managers. This is just one example of 
how the state and industry can partner to transition those trained in building science to move into 
jobs of the future and we would be open to continuing this work with the State. 
 
Given our own goals and the benefits we have already experienced – both economic and non-
economic – from our reductions to date, NYU is supportive of the State’s effort in sustainability and 
climate change and is ready to be of assistance as the state moves forward. This includes sharing 
our experience of portfolio-wide deep carbon reductions and planning or tapping into our expert 
faculty who routinely and actively engage with government on analysis of climate policy from a 
legal and data driven perspective. We look forward to continuing to partner with New York to make 
the State more sustainable and reduce the impacts of climate change and ameliorate the effects of 
waste, pollution, and other environmental contaminants for all residents of New York. Thank you 
again for the opportunity to testify and I welcome any questions you have. 


